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The gain and loss analysis is an essential part of the pension valuation
process :

It proves the correctness of the valuation;

It answers the question as to why costs change;
It helps establish the appropriateness of the actuarial assun;ptions (and

is_ therefore, valuable in supporting ERISA's requirements); and
It provides valuable insight, useful in pension consulting.

ASSETS

Without loss of generality, assurae assets are held at book value.

BVo+C+I+_G-B-_-- BV, .................. (1)

BVoOf-.i)+'gC- "Z_-*:_ + I.G-= BY', .............. (e)

_VoO+.g.).f-a'e-BV,=":O-f-"_a-.Z6-............... <3)

Formula (i) can be adapted to fit any asset basis. It states that the book
value at the start of the year; at time "0", plus contributions, plus inter-
est and dividend income, plus net realized gains, less benefit pa}m;ents, and
less (any) expenses, equals the book value at the end of the year; at time
"i" •

Formula (2) introduces the valuation interest rate i and superscripts to
indicate interest adjustments from the date of the event to time "i". The

interest gainj IG, is the balancing element.

Formula (3) is the asset gain and loss. Since assets reduce accrued liabili-
ties, the asset gain and loss is taken negatively in what follows.

IMMEDIATE GAIN--UNIT CREDIT

If we consider one active participant and one retired participant, a non-

contributory pension plan providing a straight life ann'Jity at age 65--where
the accrued benefit at the beginning of the year plus the known future serv-
ice benefit equals the accrued benefit at the end of the year--with interest
and mortality assumptions only:

(_),_-_-I"x-_(FSZ))×: U11_)_.................... (4)

N ...................... (5)
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,._ IV_,_.

= (AB)_" 'Y_-_ .................... (_)

Formulas (4) and (5) refer to an active _artJci_ant less than age 65 at the

start of the yeaF of age. Formula (6) refers to a retired _articipant age

g5 or older. It is possible to _eneralize these results over the valuation

year, for all participants :

(t_L)o_/_,&)+ _F_C)o(t÷_-)+ E_- "_ PP _-(t_L)_ ......... (T)

or the accrued !iabilit'j and the future service cost_ at the start of the

year, :#ith a full year's interest_ plus the expected c!orta!iLi;, less the ex-

pected _ension pa.y_:e:'.tswith ap_;ropriatc. _.L._e_., equals th.- _:'crued lia-

billty at the end of the ,rear.

The Lntroduction of status codes, at time "i', _er_its (AL)f i.< formula (7)
to oe res!_ated as

(/-]L), = (_L)_.-k (RJ..K e {i_a)_"t-(tgL,) _, ............. (_)

refle_tin; the accrued liabilities for activc_ termi:_ted_ de<:eased and re-

tired participants. Subtracti:_ the accrued ]iabLJ.itj for new eutraats froc:

both sides of formula (7) and usi::_ formula (8); the liability ;<a[n a:'_dlos:_

is:

ov-___,-,-,o-,-__: __°_,*_) - _mO,_.+-o_LYF, __)_J

Noti,'e the bra<'het or_ the left-hand side of formula ()) is equal t_ the ac-

crue(] lis,btlit'__ " showr in the valuation; report. The sources of l_abilit.

za]_n and loss aT'e: mortality, terminations; new entrants, and expected pe;:_-

sion payments with interest. Formula (9) less formula (3) prcduce_; the net

actuarial @,a_.:;and its sources irL terms of the unfunded liabii! ty

= (UL)o(H'£).+(6SC)_(/+J-)-'_£--(UL),

If formula (4) is not; satisfied, the usual case, it is necessary to intro-

duce a corrective term on the left-hand side of formula (7) which becomes a

separate source of loss in for_;ulas (9) and (i0)_

- [_s _)"-_Fs_;O](,.__j................... <ll)
or the excess of' the actual future service cost over the expected future

service cost with one year's interest.

I]@_EDIATE GAIN--INDIVIDUAL ENTRY AGE NORZAL

If we introduce a normal cost expressed as a percentage of _alary, salaries,

and a compound interest salar_ scale (l+k)_ the last for convenience in these
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developments, the development similar to formula (5) is as follows:

-<. <, .' ',:, + . <,,.j
• tv_ " _ I_-K"W_,-W,_"-_7
" ' _" (_S),,<-i"( I#" -_.D,<." "

(_)6_~ is the projected benefit, at age 65, based on the salar/ scale ap-
plied to actual salary at age (x-l).

All of the previous results follow. .dhere actual salaries differ from ex-

pected salaries, there are two possible approaches. Under the first approach,
accrued liabilities and normal cost are redetermined. Under the second ap-

proach, the change in projected benefit (actual over expected) is valued and
added to the nolnT:alcost:

N(,.)

-< < ....................

Form_la (13) is important, since it is the first hint of a spread mechanism
applied to an element of actuarial gain or loss.

SPREAD CAIN--AGGREGATE COST

In the Iadividual Entry Age Nor_al method, _f we replace the i_idividual nor-
mal cost percentages by a constant normal cost percentage, one which makes
the unfunded liability zero, we find:

[n.,-N_.?('Pv,)]-By,:o ................... (l_)
Formula (14) stat-,esthat the total liability for the projected benefit, less
the constant normal cost percenta{e applied to the present value of future
salaries, less assets, equals zero, so that:

li'C_ r#.,,- l_v, ....................... (l_)- s£V,

The normal cost, in dollars, is for_,iula(15) applied to the covered payroll
of active _articipants.

The actuarial gain and los_ can be approached either as a special case of
individual E;]try A_e Nori!_aior directly from first principles. As a special
case of i_dividual Entry Age Normal, the consta_ut ;_ormal cost percentage at
the beginning of the year applies and if we assu:,_ethe ccnt_'ibution was made
timely an_ was equal be the :icrmal cost:

--- -- /_o ............
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using formula (I0). If the contribution is not correct, in amount or timing,
this becomes part of the gain or loss in this particular method. Combining
formula (Id) with formula (14), we have:

From this, we have the following most useful relationship:

Under the alternative approach, _ NC; is e_ aluated by separately consider-

ing each element in the numerator and denominator of_CJ °. (See Appendix.)

SPREAD GAIN--FROZEN INITIAL LIABILITY

E_:try Age Normal or Attained Age Normal, Frozen Initial Liability_ fbllow
directly from the previous results. If, in formula (!4)_ _e insist that the
unfunded liability is equal _o the Indiv!duai Entry Age Normal or Unit Credit
unfunded liability; these methods follow. __e effect is equivalent to intro-
ducing '_assets" equal to the Individual Entry Age Normal or Unit Credit un-
f<n_ded liability. _ese "assets" are treated as if they are debts to be
amortized over a period of years.

Compared with the Aggregate Cost method, a distinct past service payment is
introduced and the normal cost percentage is reduced. With this exception,
all of the Aggcezate Cost results hold.

SPR_%D GAINMETHODS--S0_4E OBSERVATIONS

_e gain and loss is handled exactly as if the method was Individual Entry
A_e Normal with the normal cost percentage; at the beginning of the year,
used to establish the individual actuarial liabilities leading to the sources
of gain and loss.

The salary scale gain or loss is established by using the projected benefit
based upon actual salaries and then expected salaries. The normal cost per-
centage at the beginning of the year is used in both accrued liabilities.

_%_enormal cost percentage remains unchanged over the year if actual experi-

ence equals expected experience and if the normal cost percentage; at the
beginning of the year; is appropriate for new entrants (neither gain nor
lOSS).

CONCLUSION

Projecting exact pension costs 30 to 40 or more years into the future is not
possible. Less obvious, but equally true 3 it is not possible to choose real-
istic actuarial assumptions for much the same reasons. Realism itself is a
short-term coneept_ not applicable in this connection (consider the choice of
the valuation interest rate). The gain and loss analysis provides a sensible

approach to the long-term problem: Understand the sources of gain and loss
to date and, together with the plan sponsor, be ready to make periodic
changes when appropriate.

Actuaries are not omniscient but move hesitatingly into the future, as well
they should, one year at a time, adjusting the actuarial assumptions from
time to time in an attempt to depict the unknown trend line of future pension
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costs. Beyond the assumptions, there is need for some conservatism tc recog-

nize that the pension benefit formula is variable, but increasing, over time.
The objective should be to generate modest actuarial gains. The actuarial

_ain and loss analysis furnishes the basis for assessing such objective, as
well as the basis for determining the corrective action necessary to achieve
this objective.

APPENDIX

Assume interest and mortality assumptions only, actives only, and a contribu-
tion equal to the normal cost with interest.

N6_=_%° - BVo a_d TL,-SV,
7-_o NCi: 7"Ri

where TL and BV are as before and TA is the sum of temForary annuities.

NC_+ _iY¢o= 7"1-,-6Z
TSt

A NC_. T_t = TL, - _ Z -/V4o, TA, - (Tt. o- B Vo- Ndo.7_o)

A NCe• Tfr, = (T/-._ - TLo) - ('6V_ - B Vo) -,iVCo {7-/_, - T/_o)
experience.

T_,=TL,,O_-_) + (_o- _ ) TL,, whereprimemea_sa_t_al/
_V, = 8vo(I,%.) + NCoL/-+_) + ZG

rn, =T#oO*_)- (le2)+ {_o-_')T_,

.: ,_N_o.T-,_,= - (_" - ,_")(n., - /_c,. r,_,)- T.c-
A WC.,,.T;_, ZG, where MO : mortality £ain.

B /V'G," TN = - G.

Ngl : N_-_O- 6, which is equivalent to formula (18).
T_s




